Abstract. An object model for simulation of the communications system of an autonomous underwater vehicles (AUV) group with a surface station is proposed in the paper. Implementation of the model is made on the basis of the software package "Object Distribution Simulation". All structural relationships and behavior details are described. The application was developed on the basis of the proposed model and is now used for computational experiments on the simulation of the communications system between the autonomous underwater vehicles group and a surface station.
Introduction
The World Ocean covers about 70% of the earth surface. However, according to various sources, its depths are studied for 2%-7%. In order to increase this percentage, mankind is constantly inventing new equipment. In that way, the first autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) called "Special Purpose Underwater Research Vehicle" was invented in 1957 at the University of Washington [1] .
AUV is a robot which outwardly resembles a torpedo and moves under water without any human assistance with the purpose of obtaining information on bottom configuration and the presence of any objects or obstacles there. The vehicle is capable of reaching the depth of up to 6 km, moving along the programmed trajectory, carrying out the required work and returning to the surface station after the program completion. The surface station is a watercraft or a shore base carrying out control and receiving messages from AUV. More detailed information about AUV can be obtained in [2] [3] [4] .
AUV operates autonomously underwater without any connecting cable. Transmission of commands aboard the vehicle and telecommunication back is carried out with the help of the hydroacoustic communication system. Application of the hydroacoustic channel imposes certain restrictions on the communications system. The point is that AUV is usually applied not one at a time, but in groups. Accordingly, a rather low rate of transmitting information along the hydroacoustic channel (at present time, it is not more than 50 kilobits per second [5, 6] ) is supplemented by the restriction on the number of concurrent communication sessions. More specifically, the number of such sessions at a time point must be equal to 1, while, otherwise, several sessions can initiate critical destructive interference for each other.
Consequently, there arises a timely scientific task to analyze and optimize the operation of the AUV group and a surface station communication network. The apparatus of the Queuing Theory [7, 8] is the most suitable for handling the above stated task. In terms of the Queuing Theory, such communications systems are simulated as cyclic systems (also called polling systems) [9] [10] [11] . Quite a lot of analytical findings (see, for instance, review [11] ) have been obtained in this sphere; however, no success has been achieved yet in obtaining analytical findings with regard to the majority models of arbitrary service, correlated arrivals, server connection random disciplines. In such a case, it is possible to apply simulation methods [12, 13] , enabling to obtain results for a sys configuration.
The objective of the given research is to build applications for simulating communications system between AUV and a surface station.
Paragraph 2 presents the subject area description made in terms of of the paper is also devoted to the description of basic discrete event approach principles to simulating.
Paragraph 3 describes the simulation software package [16, 17] used as a platform for the applicatio stepwise simulation organization and basic system objects Paragraph 4 deals with the description of the application developed for the simulation of group and a surface station communication network. The application specifications, object model and primary events description are presented as well.
Queuing models and their simulations
In the paper, the communications system between the AUV and a surface station is form of a single-server queuing system ( Figure 1 ). The terms above are the Queuing Theory, below there are the subject area related terms. • Data are the messages generated by AUV se taken from measuring equipment; the information is further converted into a text file.
• Memory is a queue of messages being further transmitted to the surface station. The server memory is limited, thus, if it is filled up, the new incoming data cannot be stored and be lost.
• A transmitter is a device which transmits messages to the surface station.
The given work applies a discrete which reflects the system evolving through time, when variables' states change at specific points in time. Events happening at such time points signal system state transition.
As it was mentioned above, Typically, they fluctuate at a certain distance from each other, moving in one direction. The connection between an AUV and a surface station is performed with the help of a hydroacoustic communication system via the cycli interval for transmitting all the information accumulated. During the period of communication between one server and a surface station the other devices are in the peace and quiet order.
While all severs are similar, in queuing system with server vacation [15] . In the present case, server vacation is the time between the termination of a certain server communication period an for the same server. It is possible for simulation to use "server vacation technology" and simulate only one server from the group or the whole group of servers. flexible, i.e. it enables to set random disciplines and laws for service, arrivals, communication periods, ee, for instance, review [11] ) have been obtained in this sphere; however, t in obtaining analytical findings with regard to the majority models of arbitrary service, correlated arrivals, server connection random disciplines. In such a case, it is possible to apply simulation methods [12, 13] , enabling to obtain results for a sys
Paragraph 2 presents the subject area description made in terms of the Queuing Theory. T of the paper is also devoted to the description of basic discrete event approach principles to simulating.
Paragraph 3 describes the simulation software package "ODIS" (Object Distributed used as a platform for the application under development. A major simulation algorithm, stepwise simulation organization and basic system objects are also presented.
Paragraph 4 deals with the description of the application developed for the simulation of communication network. The application specifications, object model and primary events description are presented as well.
simulations the communications system between the AUV and a surface station is server queuing system ( Figure 1 ). The terms above are the terms belonging to the heory, below there are the subject area related terms.
AUV model in the form of the single-server queuing system messages generated by AUV sensors. It can be a photo, a video or information taken from measuring equipment; the information is further converted into a text file. Memory is a queue of messages being further transmitted to the surface station. The server emory is limited, thus, if it is filled up, the new incoming data cannot be stored and A transmitter is a device which transmits messages to the surface station.
discrete-event approach to simulation [14] . It is used to build the model which reflects the system evolving through time, when variables' states change at specific points in time. Events happening at such time points signal system state transition.
, AUV operates in a group, connected to a certain surface station. Typically, they fluctuate at a certain distance from each other, moving in one direction. The connection between an AUV and a surface station is performed with the help of a hydroacoustic communication system via the cycling protocol. In other words, each server allocates interval for transmitting all the information accumulated. During the period of communication between one server and a surface station the other devices are in the peace and quiet order. le all severs are similar, in the Queuing Theory such protocols are simulated with the aid of one queuing system with server vacation [15] . In the present case, server vacation is the time between the termination of a certain server communication period and beginning of a new communication period for the same server. It is possible for simulation to use "server vacation technology" and simulate only one server from the group or the whole group of servers. Simulation of the whole group it enables to set random disciplines and laws for service, arrivals, communication periods, ee, for instance, review [11] ) have been obtained in this sphere; however, t in obtaining analytical findings with regard to the majority models of arbitrary service, correlated arrivals, server connection random disciplines. In such a case, it is possible to apply simulation methods [12, 13] , enabling to obtain results for a system of almost any
The objective of the given research is to build applications for simulating communications system Queuing Theory. This part of the paper is also devoted to the description of basic discrete event approach principles to simulating.
(Object Distributed Simulation) simulation algorithm, Paragraph 4 deals with the description of the application developed for the simulation of the AUV communication network. The application specifications, object model and the communications system between the AUV and a surface station is presented in the terms belonging to the system.
can be a photo, a video or information taken from measuring equipment; the information is further converted into a text file. Memory is a queue of messages being further transmitted to the surface station. The server emory is limited, thus, if it is filled up, the new incoming data cannot be stored and should ed to build the model which reflects the system evolving through time, when variables' states change at specific points in ted to a certain surface station. Typically, they fluctuate at a certain distance from each other, moving in one direction. The connection between an AUV and a surface station is performed with the help of a hydroacoustic allocates a certain time interval for transmitting all the information accumulated. During the period of communication between one server and a surface station the other devices are in the peace and quiet order.
Queuing Theory such protocols are simulated with the aid of one queuing system with server vacation [15] . In the present case, server vacation is the time between the d beginning of a new communication period for the same server. It is possible for simulation to use "server vacation technology" and simulate only Simulation of the whole group is more it enables to set random disciplines and laws for service, arrivals, communication periods, buffer sizes and message transmission rate for various servers. Precisely, this approach is being applied in the present paper for implementing a simulation model of the communications system connecting AUV and a surface station.
We have used a software package of queuing systems simulation named ODIS as a platform for the goal application implementation. More detailed information about ODIS can be obtained in [16, 17] .
3. Development of an application for simulating the communications system between AUV and a surface station The design of the application under development resulted in the introduction of the following objects (Fig. 2) . Object Device simulates AUV. In the method "accept(…)", it accepts the request, and on condition that at the moment the server is at the state of transmitting data to the surface station and there is no queue, this request transfer immediately starts (method startProcessing(…)). If at least one condition is violated, the request gets to the buffer.
Object CentralNode is the object, simulating a surface station. Its method accept(…) is not used now and generates an exception. Method processEvent(…) is used to finish a communication with the current device. Then it switches to another device using the method "openChannel()".
The class diagram in Figure 3 presents the structural bonds of AUV objects. Class CentralNode possesses the nested object of the Device type, called deviceOnAir. This object is the server participating in a communication period at the moment, i.e. this pointer constantly toggles from one Device object to another. Figure 4 shows an AUV vehicle in terms of an object model. Each AUV (class Device) has an object of the Message type called procMess, which is a message being transmitted at the moment (if there is such a message).
The main events for simulating the communications system of an AUV group are the following: 1. Arrival of the message. The process of messages arrivals implies their creation and forwarding to the server, which is made by class Source (Fig. 5) . The device object, in its turn, forwards the request to the buffer. Then the condition is checked: whether there is a place in a buffer for the request or not. If there is enough place in the buffer, the request gets in a queue. If the buffer is full up, the request leaves the system. The beginning of the communication period is determined by a surface station (Fig. 6) . It starts the communications period with one of the AUVs. Then, an object of the Device type calls method getCallAndProcess(), where the server gets the request from the buffer and starts its processing. An object of the AUV class completes processing of one message; it happens in its method ProcessEvent(…) (Fig. 7) . When one message processing is complete, processing of the next one starts.
A surface station is responsible for finishing a communication period with each AUV (Fig. 8) . If at the moment of communication period termination a message was being sent, it gets back to the buffer and the event of this message transfer is deleted. The proposed approach can be used for visualization of the underwater environment [18] and other applications [19] [20] [21] [22] .
Conclusion
The paper introduces a realization of the design of an application for simulating the communications system between an AUV group and a surface station. All the necessary classes and interactions between them are described. As a consequence, the application was developed and is now used for conducting computational experiments on the simulation of communications system between an AUV group and a surface station.
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